Within influenza virus infected cells, viral genomic RNA are selectively packed into progeny 16 virions, which predominantly contain a single copy of 8 viral RNA segments. 17
results support the notion that selective packaging occurs during cytoplasmic transport 24 and identifies the formation of multiple distinct vRNP sub-complexes that likely form as 25 intermediate steps toward full genomic inclusion into a progeny virion. The methods 26 employed demonstrate a statistically driven, model based approach applicable to other 27 interaction and assembly problems. is not yet understood. We therefore used images from a previous study in which up to four 33 vRNPs had been visualized in the same cell to construct models that measure how well the 34 subcellular distribution of one vRNP can be predicted from one or more other vRNPs. We 35 used the likelihood of these models as an estimate of the extent of association between 36 vRNPs and thereby constructed likely sequences of vRNP assembly that would produce full 37 virions. Our work identifies the formation of multiple distinct vRNP sub-complexes that 38 likely form as intermediate steps toward production of a virion. The results may be of use 39 in designing strategies to interfere with virus assembly. We also anticipate that the 40 approach may be useful for studying other assembly processes, especially for complexes 41 Introduction 46 47 distinct viral RNA segments coding at least 11 major proteins and several auxiliary 48 peptides. Most notable of the 11 viral proteins are hemagglutinin (HA) and neurominidase 49 (NA), the canonical H and N in influenza strain designation. A segmented genome offers 50 potential evolutionary advantages during viral replication, in the form of reassortment. The 51 exchange of genomic material between two distinct viral strains in a co-infected cell often 52 causes a massive shift within the genome, greatly increasing viral genetic diversity. In only 53 the last century, influenza pandemics of 1957 (H2N2), 1968 (H3N2), and 2009 (H1N1) 54 have emerged through reassortment of at least two viruses (1). Segmented genomes also 55 come with an inherent mechanistic challenge: ensuring that progeny receive a complete 56 and unique set of genomic segments. Random packaging is possible but comes at the cost of 57 producing an overwhelming majority of progeny that are not viable. Evidence suggests that 58 there exists an active mechanism of selective packaging ensuring progeny viability through 59 efficient and accurate genomic packaging (2). 60 61 Within a virion, the viral genome is organized into individual viral ribonucleoprotein 62 (vRNP) complexes, composed of the viral RNA, virally encoded nucleoprotein (NP), and a 63 heterotrimeric polymerase complex made up of PB1, PB2 and PA. The vRNP structure is 64 known classically as a helical panhandle, where the RNA is wrapped around NP with RNA 65 bases exposed and the 3' and 5' ends associated with the polymerase complex (2). We have 66 recently demonstrated that the structure of vRNP is more complex than the classically 67 depicted "beads-on-a-string" schematic. The NP and viral RNA associate in a non-uniform 68 manner, where regions of the RNA are unbound by NP and capable of forming complex 69 structures (3). Macro-organization of vRNPs within the viral capsid show tight packaging, 70 organized in a '7+1' orientation, a single vRNP center shaft surrounded by 7 others (4-6). 71 72 Given the need to package one copy of all 8 vRNP segments, there is strong evidence for the 73 existence of a selective packaging mechanism prior to budding (2, 4-7). Intersegmental 74 RNA-RNA interactions have been proposed to mediate selective packaging of all eight 75 influenza vRNP segments. Specifically, the 5' and 3' non-coding regions of each segment are 76 highly conserved, essential for efficient packaging, and may be critical for the proposed 77 RNA-RNA interactions (2, 8-11). Previous studies using in vitro transcribed viral RNA have 78 successfully demonstrated RNA-RNA binding. These studies also show that a set of eight 79 reproducible interactions can suffice to form a full genome complex (12-14). However, 80 these studies were performed on viral RNA in the absence of NP which would alter the 81 regions of viral RNA accessible for the proposed RNA-RNA interactions. Recent in vivo 82 experiments have also pointed towards RNA-RNA interaction as the driving mechanism for 83 selective packaging (15). While there is consensus of its existence, a clear network of 84 segment interactions leading to a full genome complex has yet to be elucidated. 85
86
We and others have previously used fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) studies to 87 visualize the intracellular localization of multiple vRNP segments during a productive viral 88 infection (16, 17). These studies have shown that distinct vRNP segments colocalize within 89 the cytoplasm. Based on our previous studies, we proposed a model whereby vRNP 90 segments are exported from the nucleus, the site of vRNP synthesis, as subcomplexes that 91 undergo further assembly en route to the plasma membrane through dynamic fusion or 92 colocalization events (17). We also performed a series of binary colocalization 93 comparisons, which would postulate a simple linear vRNP interaction network. However, 94 no such network was identified, suggesting the presence of a more complex vRNP 95 interaction network, including higher order subcomplexes as intermediate steps (17) . 96
97
The lack of a method to image all eight vRNP segments within a single infected cell has 98 limited our ability to examine the precise spatial relationship between segments. In this 99 study, we developed a model based approach, rooted in point process theory, to quantify 100 vRNP spatial dependence as a metric for RNA-RNA interaction using multi-color FISH 101 images. A spatial point process model is a statistical model that captures the probability 102 that an event will happen at any position within a given geometry. The probability can 103 depend on the spatial distributions of other events or objects, often referred to as 104 covariates or factors. In this context, an event is the observance of fluorescent signal 105 (corresponding to one or more vRNPs) at a given location. We have previously used point 106 process modeling to construct generative models reflecting the spatial dependencies 107 between various punctate cell organelles and other cellular structures, such as the cell and 108 nuclear membranes, microtubules and the endoplasmic reticulum (18, 19) . Related 109 analytical methods have been used to analyze clustering of molecules reflecting spatial 110 dependencies between copies of the same structure (20, 21) Here we use point process 111 models to present a statistically rigorous analysis of intracellular influenza A genome 112 assembly dynamics from a spatial perspective during a productive viral infection. 113
114
For an imaged cell, the locations of each vRNP segment can be represented as "realizations" 115 of an underlying probability density specific to that vRNP, calculated over the cytoplasm, 116 and dependent on the spatial proximity to various other structures within the cell. That is, 117 at any given position within the cell, there exists a probability of observing a single 118 segment, of a particular identity, that depends on the positions of cellular organelles and 119 other vRNP segments. By modeling the locational densities of each vRNP, we can therefore 120 learn a dependency network from which likely vRNP interactions are implied. 121 122 FISH imaging yields many distinct observations of individual cells, each with multiple vRNP 123 patterns observed. These point patterns, when viewed as realizations of point processes, 124 allow for statistical learning of spatial dependencies over many replicates for each vRNP 125 segment. By defining a set of covariates as the minimum distances between a given 126 segment and other segments observed within the same cell, we produce a set of models 127 that describe the spatial relationship between distinct segments. The extent to which two 128 (or more) vRNPs are dependent upon each other (e.g., likely to be found at nearby 129 positions) is reflected in the likelihood that images of those vRNPs would have been 130 produced by a learned model: high likelihoods signify that the positions of a given vRNP 131 can be predicted well from the others in that model. Model likelihoods can then be seen as 132 a metric of vRNP interaction, with higher likelihoods indicating more probable vRNP 133 association. These likelihoods can then be used to construct the most probable sequence of 134 interactions to form the full genome with methods borrowed from evolutionary tree 135 construction (22). 136 137
Results: 138 139

Imaging influenza infected cells 140
To investigate the spatial dependence between vRNP segments, we utilized images from a 141 previous study of infected cells stained for different combinations of vRNP segments using 142 four-color FISH (17). The data set included 14 different probe combinations that covered 143 all pairwise vRNP associations and 32 out of 56 possible triple vRNP combinations 144 (Supplemental Table 1 and 2). Prior to initiating pattern analysis, each image was 145 processsed to remove background, isolate individual cells, and find punctate vRNPs. Figure  146 1a and b presents representative raw and segmented images with detected points. 147 148
Assessing randomness of the spatial distributions of vRNP 149
We began by determining the extent to which the individual vRNPs could be considered 150 randomly distributed throughout the cell, since our search for spatial dependencies 151 between different vRNPs would be illogical if their positions were all random. We defined 152 the null hypothesis as complete spatial randomness, as would be exhibited by a 153 homogenous Poisson process, and estimated a p-value for this hypothesis using Monte 154 Carlo methods. Briefly, for a given vRNP in a particular cell, we started by segmenting the 155 cytoplasm and counting the number of points observed within. We then simulated 156 (generated) many random point configurations, of the same number of points, within the 157 segmented cytoplasm. We calculated a test statistic for each random configuration (see 158
Methods) and used these to assign a p-value to the test statistic for the observed pattern for 159 that cell; these were averaged for each vRNP. As shown in Table 1 , every vRNP segment 160 showed significant deviation, with low variance, from a spatially random distribution. This 161
indicates the presence of a spatial trend and some dependency on cellular structures for 162 their location. 163 164
Modeling cell and nuclear membrane dependence 165
Given that the localizations of vRNPs are not random, we sought to determine if some 166 relationship to the cell and nuclear membranes could explain the spatial trend of vRNP 167 segments. Three covariates were defined for each position in the cell (minimum distance to 168 the cell membrane, minimum distance to the nuclear membrane, and the minimum ratio of 169 cell to nuclear distance for each point) and models were created for each vRNP using each 170 of the covariates separately. We estimated the accuracy of each model by cross validated 171 likelihood calculation (see Methods). It is important to note that, because the initial 172 pseudolikelihoods were used only to fit parameters, actual likelihoods can be compared 173 between models of different complexity. 174 175 Dependency on the cell membrane produced the lowest likelihood (worst) models relative 176 to all others ( Table 2) . Congregation of vRNP to the apical cell membrane is a potential 177 skewing factor. The many observed points within close proximity to the membrane 178 potentially caused low fitted probability of observing other points closer to the nucleus. 179
Cell shape differences combined with lower resolution in the z-dimension may have also 180 influenced these models. 181
182 For most vRNPs, models incorporating nuclear distance showed higher likelihoods than 183 those using cell membrane distance (Table 2) . Some vRNP segments, such as PB2, PB1, PA 184 and NS, showed greater dependency on nuclear distance than the others. The ratio of cell 185 membrane to nuclear distance produced the best (highest likelihood) models in all cases 186 (Table 2) . This ratio was a more accurate descriptor of location across varying cell shapes, 187
providing the most cogent model for dependence on host cell structures. Ratio models for 188 PB2, PB1, PA, and NS yielded higher likelihoods than other vRNP segments, showing a 189 greater dependence on both the nuclear and cell membrane location. 190 191
Inter-segment dependence in pairs, triplets, and quadruplets 192
Every pair of vRNP segments was observed in at least three cells, allowing for modeling of 193 vRNP-vRNP dependence among all segment pairs. For each pair of vRNP segments, two 194 models were trained, switching the dependent (primary) and independent (secondary) 195 patterns. Since the minimum inter-pattern distance measure is not commutative, the two 196 models need not be the same. More simply, a given vRNP location may depend on its 197 proximity to another vRNP, but the converse is not necessarily true. 198
199
In most cases, pairwise inter-pattern distance models (Table 3) 
had higher likelihoods than 200
those produced with the cell and nuclear membrane factors (Table 2) . Some pairs showed 201 higher likelihoods than others, specifically PB1-NP, NP-PB1, PA-NP, HA-PB1, and PB1-M. 202
These pairings also showed relatively low variance in cross-validated likelihood estimates 203 (Supplemental Table 3 ). Many of the highest likelihood vRNP pairs are observed between 204 segments encoding the viral polymerase components, which is not surprising given the 205 dependence between these proteins both structurally and functionally (23-25). Figure 2  206 highlights the pairwise models by indiciating related vRNP pairs that are above -0.2 log 207 likelihood. Overall, vRNPs showed the greatest dependence on PA and PB1, with the most 208 connections between these two segments and the others, and the least dependence on NA, 209 which had the fewest connections. 210
211
Extending the pairwise models, the ratio of cell to nuclear distance was added as another 212 covariate. Observed point location in these models depended both on inter-pattern 213 distance and relative distance to the cell and nuclear membranes. Improvements in model 214 likelihood were seen in some models (Table 4 ), yet overall there was an increase in the 215 variance of our estimates (Supplemental Table 4 ). Overfitting to the cell and nuclear 216 distance may be the cause of this increased variance. 217 218 Thirty-two of 56 possible triplet vRNP segment complexes (referred to as triplets) were 219 present within the dataset analyzed and could therefore be modeled within the same cell. 220
This process allows for modeling of complex vRNP relations containing more than two 221 vRNP segments. Three models were trained for each observed triplet, one for each protein 222 depending on the other two. The highest likelihood model was chosen. Model likelihoods 223 tended to be higher than that of either pair model for a given vRNP (Table 5 ). Consistently, 224
we observed that the most likely triplet models for each vRNP included the five most likely 225 vRNP pairings (PB1-NP, NP-PB1, PA-NP, HA-PB1, and PB1-M) observed in pair likelihood 226 models (Table 3) . Model likelihoods for all triplets observed can be found in Supplemental  227   Table 5 . 228 229 A small subset of all possible four vRNP segment complexes (referred to as quadruplets) 230
were contained within the dataset and were included in our modeling of the complex 231 interactions. Again, considerable overlap is seen between the most likely quadruplet 232 models and both triplet and pair models ( Table 6 ). The consistency in vRNP composition 233 between observed likely quadruplet, triples, and pairs further validates the spatial 234 dependence of vRNP segments and the presence of vRNP subcomplexes as influenza A 235 assembly intermediates. Model likelihoods for all quadruplets observed can be found in 236 Supplemental Table 6 . 237
238
One of our major goals was to attempt to extrapolate higher order relationships from the 239 pair, triple and quadruplet models. To project how accurately this might be done, we 240 compared our observed triple and quadruple models with predicted models calculated 241 from only the pair models. Figure 3 illustrates that most of our observed triples and 242 quadruplets could be predicted accurately from the pair models, with a r 2 value of 0.266. 243
The exceptions are the triple and quadruple clusters containing the PB2-NA pair with 244 either NS, PB1 or both. These combinations were predicted to occur more often than was 245 observed in the experimental data sets (Figure 3 ). The pairwise likelihood of NA with PB2 246 is >-0.5, which is consistent with the observed likelihood and may be the driving force 247 behind the score compared to the other pairwise interactions. Without the triples and 248 quadruples containing PB2-NA, the r 2 value increases to 0.442. Overall, these data support 249 the notion that pairwise point process models can be used to predict higher order 250 complexes with reasonable accuracy. Given that the dynamic programming approach yields only a single most likely tree, we 277 sought to assess the robustness of that inferred tree to potential inaccuracy in the 278 estimated dependencies. We therefore assessed the stability of the tree by adding various 279 amounts of random noise to the estimated likelihoods (see Methods, Figure 4d for each vRNP within the pair. Some non-commutative dependencies were also seen, most 331 notably in NP depending on PB2 in both triplet and quadruplet models without PB2-NP 332 dependence. 333 334 By using dynamic programming, we were able to generate the most likely interaction 335 network based on all models. Subtle variations in the vRNP interaction network were 336 observed by the addition of noise and exclusion of higher order datasets, suggesting that 337 there may exist multiple interaction pathways all acting at once in a single cell. Some of the 338 variation in our results may also be due to the presence of some lower specificity vRNA-339 vRNA interactions also occurring during genome assembly. This would explain some of the 340 highly likely pairwise interactions observed that were not included in the final interaction 341 network, such as PB1 and HA. A system with multiple possible interaction networks could 342 be potentially advantageous in both ensuring packaging of a full genome in viral particles 343 and in future reassortment events. For example, reassortment of one vRNA segment during 344 a coinfection may decrease the binding efficacy necessary for a single interaction network 345 but a second network may serve to rescue viral viability while also increasing genetic 346 diversity. thought to be the primary mode of transport although there is evidence that a Rab11A-370 independent mechanism exists (29-31). A recent study has implicated the ER to mediating 371 transport of vRNP segments through anchored Rab11A proteins(32). Novel methods in 372 fluorescent multiplexing (33) present an exciting opportunity for observing many cellular 373 structures which will provide a holistic image the spatial dependence of vRNP segments 374 upon subcellular structures and to each other. 375 376
Methods: 377
Multi-color Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization Images 378
This study used previously published multi-color FISH images from (17) (2) 441
442
The expected K-function value can then be used to measure the difference between a given 443 pattern and that of a Homogenous Poisson with an equal number of points. To assess this 444 for observed point patterns, we used the test statistic 445
where ( ) is the estimated K-function for a given pattern and r a radius defining the point 449 neighborhood. To provide a background distribution for this statistic for a given cell 450 geometry, we generated 100 samples from a Homogenous Poisson process defined over its 451 cell cytoplasm and calculated the test statistic. We then obtained a p-value for the 452 hypothesis that an observed distribution was drawn from a homogenous Poisson process: 453 in the graph connect subset to super set nodes. We weight each edge of the graph by the 504 likelihood of the most likely model that results in the superset and contains the subset as a 505 primary or secondary segment (Figure 1 ). Edges that represent models that have not been 506 observed remain unweighted. 507 508 From this graph, a set of interactions yielding the full genome is a tree with leaves as the 509 vRNA singletons and root as the full 8-mer of vRNA segments. In these trees, we require 510 each node to have at least two incoming edges, barring the leaf nodes. The set of incoming 511 edges to a given node must emanate from nodes whose labels, when combined, exactly 512 equal the given node. A set of incoming edges essentially 'combines' nodes, directly 513 corresponding to the physical event of vRNP segments binding. The most likely set of 514 interactions is also the most highly weighted tree. The problem of finding the most 515 probable interaction network then reduces to finding the highest weighted tree in the 516 graph. This problem can easily be solved through dynamic programming within a paradigm 517 often used in evolutionary tree construction (22) . 518
519
The likelihoods of models involving multiple vRNP segments can be taken as a measure of 520 spatial dependence of primary segments on secondary segments. vRNP segments that truly 521 interact are expected to be highly dependent either unidirectionally or bidirectionally. The 522 cross validated model likelihoods can be used to weight groups of edges in the graph. Since 523 the graph also has edges that were not observed in actual images (eg: any complex of more 524 than 4 vRNAs), composite or inferred likelihoods were generated through recursion in a 525 dynamic programming scheme. For each unobserved complex, we took the most likely set 526 of observed models that could generate the complex. Then for some likelihood in the above, L(N1|N2) where N1 = (n 1 1, … n 1 k) and N2 = (n 2 1, … 533 n 2 l), |N1| = k, |N2| = l, 534
Interaction network stability analysis 538 539
To assess the stability of the generated interaction network, two procedures of 540 perturbation were performed: introduction of noise and removing certain high likelihood 541 models. We simulated noise as a normal random distribution centered at 0 with varying 542 standard deviations, termed the noise levels. Under increasing noise levels, each observed 543 model likelihood was amended with a noise value drawn from this distribution prior to 544 interaction network construction. For each noise level, we simulated 100 trials and tallied 545 the proportion of output trees that contained each possible edge. Trees that align with the 546 non-noisy assembly signal stability while highly variable trees signal instability. quadruplet models. To ensure that the recursion in our dynamic programming scheme 707 accurately predicts model likelihoods, we compared triplet and quadruplet observed 708 likelihoods to those generated from only pairwise models. Ideally, all points would fall on 709 the red line, matching observed and predicted values perfectly. The cluster in the lower left 710 corner represent interactions that are predicted to occur with high likelihood but in reality, 711 do not. All points within this cluster contain the same four vRNA segments (PB1, PB2, NA, 712 NS) 713 714 
